Following our vision „A world where everyone is protected against the dangers of fire, everywhere and anytime“, we have further improved our automatic miniature fire extinguisher AMFE.

Additionally to the standard CO₂ or N₂ extinguishing agents, we now offer the AMFE series in combination with cylinders filled with 3M™ NOVEC™.

This allows our customers to use the AMFE effectively to protect even larger devices with greater volume than ever before, at still the small size of a standard gas cylinder.

Yet, the proven functionality of JOB’s AMFE remains the same: the glass bulb (like being used in sprinklers) bursts when the set temperature is reached. A spring operated mechanism is activated and opens the cylinder; the 3M™ NOVEC™ fluid is released and extinguishes the fire.

For further information about this and our other innovative fire protection solutions, please contact JOB by email at sales@job-bulbs.com or via our website at www.job-group.de.